Following the earlier works about dialectical logic K-model by the author, in this succeed paper author described the three problems : the first is that discrete time dynamical sampling system to solve which the true-value function is unknown and need discrete time dynamical sampling system to obtain a series of sampled discrete time true-value function points to predict the continuous true-value function or we need some properties of true value function in the frequency domain, a several formulas for true-value function of single-dimensional logic variable via discrete Fourier transformation are explained; the second is the graph expression and matrices expression for the multidimensional logic variables in dialectical logic K-model. Multidimensional logic variable is important that can be used in multidimensional contradictions and in multiple-person games. In fact, author also described the graph 
Introduction
In order to make the machine have an ability to thinking and reasoning with dialectical logic established by Hegel (Bencivenga, E. 2000; Kosko, M., 1966; Zhong-Kuan Zhao,2008) , author has setup a mathematical model, dialectical logic K-model, for machine (Yaozhi Jiang, 2017) . In present paper, author has expanded the results explained (Yaozhi Jiang., 2017) to the three problems below: the first is discrete time dynamical sampling system and single-dimensional discrete time Fourier transform to single-dimensional dialectical logic variable; the second is graph expression and matrices expression of multidimensional logic variable, and the third is a series properties and definitions for associated database(ADB).
The Discrete Time Dynamical Sampling System
Some kinds of dialectical logic K-model problem is in which the true value function is unknown, in which some process are real-time mode so that they are non-repeated-ability, thus its true value functions need the discrete time dynamical sampling system to decide, or even if the true value function is known but we need its properties in frequency domain, therefor we need the discrete time Fourier transform to treat these problems. The system is called as dynamical, because its sampling pulses are not all ready and are sampled one by one, one sampling pules and one treatment by mathematical process. By the time sequence of sampling pulse, can produce a series of mathematical recurrence formulas. The mathematical methods to reproduce the original function are many, one of them is the discrete time dynamical pules sampling function and single-dimensional Fourier transform. In present paper, author only use the DISCRETE TIME FOURIER TRANSFORMATION, i.e. DTFT, to deal with the problem in which the true value function is unknown, such as 
2.1.2.7 sampling pulse function to the spectral function
and its inverse Fourier transform 
in Sampling Remark1: In the condition of synchronizing sampling, the power function matrix 
Multidimensional Logic Variable
Multidimensional logic variable is used for multiple-contradiction or multiple-person game. These are huge kinds of problems.
Following the paper (Yaozhi Jiang, 2017) , denote the p -dimensional logic variable as 
and another kind of them is the negative points set  
.2 Kirchhoff's power-function law
As same as the definition for 1-dimensional logic variable in the paper (Yaozhi Jiang, 2017) , in graph Previously the research operator  and inverse operator 1   , will be explained in succeed paper in future, are important in the process of sensation, abstraction and thinking.
Memory by Machine
The three main recognition technologies (image recognition technology, voice recognition technology and text recognition technology) and other recognition technologies will produce a huge of subjective information need to memory. This is the original requirement for database.
A database system generally consists of database and database managing system. At present, we only interest in the theory of database and do not discuss the physical structure of database.
The three main recognition technologies (image recognition technology, voice recognition technology and text recognition technology) and other recognition technologies will produce three databases (image database, voice database and text database) and other databases, such as physical knowledge database, chemical knowledge database, mathematical knowledge database, etc.
As shown above, what information need to store and apply to thinking and reasoning in machine will produce database.
The Operations to Data in Associated Database(ABD)
Because of ABD is a machine oriented database, we can define a series of operations in ADB. These operations are stored into and data output, relationship constructing and relationship reconstructing, compression and decompression, save and delete, remark, sort, insert, copy, inquiry, etc. Such operations are all powered by the database managing system.
Data Model Features for Machine Oriented Database
As shown below, see the Fig.5 ., data model of ABD is explained as a graph mode. In the graph some definitions must be discussed as below. "T-relation" to "Time-sequence relationship", "S-relation" to "Space-sequence relationship", and "unknown" to "relationship unknown".
These relationships all appear the feature that "one to many", "one to one", "many to one" and "many to many".
Within ADB there are two sub-levels: the parent is named event-file and the child is named data-record.
Conception-dimensional number is the limitation number of the conception. For example, A RUNNING WHITE HOUSE is a 4-dimensional conception, and the conception is defined on the four dimensions: number-dimension, action-dimension, colour-dimension and animal-dimension. In the ADB, the conception-dimensional relationship is the properties of conceptions and events.
Sensation, abstraction and thinking is three-step in artificial intelligence. Actually text is compression from image, voice and other information by sensors.
When we say "this is a hill", in fact we just do the second-step, i.e. abstraction, only obtain a conception-classification, but not a truth. With another word, the second-step is solution of "what is this?", however only the third-step, i.e. thinking, is just the solution of "why ( or who or where or when) can cause this?". Now the most difficult in artificial intelligence is just the third-step, i.e. thinking, but the difficult limited by the second-step, i.e. abstraction, is solving one by one.
